
How should we approach learning at home for Geography? 

 

How long should I spend on Geography each week? 

You should be trying to follow your timetable – this means 5 hours of studying Geography across 

the fortnight. We recommend scheduling Geography on 2 days each week to make sure you have 

enough time to focus on this relevant subject. 

What should I be doing each session? 

At school, lessons last for 60 minutes but it’s hard to study like this independently. Instead, aim to 

complete your 5 hours of geography each fortnight in 30 minute slots. Within these sessions, you 

should dedicate time to assessment such as knowledge quizzes and exam questions, as well as 

completing the home learning work on the website.  

Instructions for new ‘lessons’ will be put on the website each fortnight, starting Monday 20th April.  

Where should I be putting my work? 

Write in your exercise books as much as possible. Give your work a clear and neat date and title 

to help stay organised. There is no necessity to print sheets; the answers can be put into your 

books. If you do not have your exercise books at home it is fine to complete this work on lined 

paper. 

What topics should I be studying for Geography? 

 

So how do I know that what I’m doing is right? 

We are adding answers for knowledge quizzes and model answers to resources to allow you and 

your parents to complete regular self-assessment to keep you on track. Keep checking the folders 

on the VLE as we’ll add them there as we go. Additionally there will be a feedback sheet on the 

school website for the work for each fortnight.  

 If you would like more in-depth feedback you can send your assessment to your teacher via 

Microsoft teams or you can email your work directly to your teacher: 

Samantha.bates@brineleas.co.uk or sian.willington@brineleas.co.uk  
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